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The Smith-Waite Centennial Tarot Deck in a Tin is a faithful reproduction of the original deck
created by Pamela Colman Smith in 1909 under the direction of Arthur E. Waite. This classic
tarot deck features full pictorial scenes in the muted colors chosen by Pixie herself. The deck
was first issued in 2009 by U.S. Games Systems as part of the Pamela Colman Smith
Commemorative Set. The 80-card deck includes the standard 78 tarot cards plus 2 samples of
Pixie s non-tarot artwork. Cards in this pocket-sized deck measure 2.25in x 3.75in.

From the PublisherComplete Learning Kit comes with a 102-Page Study Book with Chakra
Cards in Gift Box. A great gift!About the AuthorAnodea Judith, PhD, is the author of the chakra
classics Wheels of Life and Eastern Body, Western Mind, along with several other award-
winning books (Waking the Global Heart) and videos (The Illuminated Chakras) on psychology,
spirituality, and global transformation. She is an internationally acclaimed speaker and workshop
presenter, as well as a psychotherapist and yoga teacher. She holds a doctorate in mind-body
health and a master’s in clinical psychology. Her website of workshops, books, and products is
www.SacredCenters.com.
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Tonny García Viñas, “Great set for casual reading and meditation. I have them in my living room
and the tin can is very ornamental, the cards are good quality but I would not use them
constantly, I prefer protecting them so they last as long as they canI've had this set for 7 years
and the tin can has not rusted, tarnished, or flaked, and the cards are kept like new inside the
tin.I recommend this set and a book on tarot meditation for anyone looking to improve the
journey inward”

Anna, “nice and travel sized :). they come in a beautiful tin can and they're nice and portable
size :)”

W. Huskey, “Perfect working/learning/travel deck!. The important stuff: I LOVE THIS DECK. I’m
relearning tarot after five or so years of sacking off. Memorization is hard for me and I couldn’t
get into the garish colors of the RWS deck I had previously. This? With its subtle and muted
colors? Easier size to hold?Completely changed things around. I’m learning much faster and am
having FUN learning, too. It’s easier to carry this around with me around the house or to throw
into a bag. I’m a big fan of tins for tarot now. More decks like this please! I’m delighted with it. The
cards are the right size, they feel nice in the hand, the imagery is beautiful, the tin is very handy
and light but durable.I’m not sure what much else I could add besides what has already been
written here, except to reiterate some points given. It’s a small deck, which is absolutely perfect
for me. I have medium sized hands but I much prefer shuffling with smaller decks. Shuffling
(overhand, mostly) is a meditative, stimming-like motion for me, so this is important.Another
thing is that this deck goes swimmingly with Pixie’s Lenormand, which is in the same style, as it
takes from her work in tarot and elsewhere to create the art. These two go hand in hand, in my
humble opinion, even if you aren’t familiar with Lenormand.Last point, and my ONLY complaint
(not enough to take a star away though) is that the LWB (Little White Book) is almost entirely
useless. The meanings for too many of the cards are completely off base. This is real oversight if
you’re new and relying on what comes with the cards to read them. I mainly use my own
document of meanings I keep on my phone, so I just straight up threw the LWB away. It’s that
useless. Otherwise, I could recommend this as a beginner’s deck. The extra cards of Pixie’s art
are charming and I leave them in, reading on intuition.SO, if you need a small RWS deck for
travel or comfort, or like the muted tones of the artwork better than the traditional imagery, this is
your deck. I love this deck so much I went out to take pretty pictures with it by the river for you all.
I really couldn’t be happier. (well, maybe with a functional LWB)”

Laynee Cole, “Small hand friendly!. The size is PERFECT for my smaller hands! I struggle to
shuffle standard size decks. These, being approximately the size of a deck of poker cards, are
perfect. The artwork is also gorgeous, and the backs are a great, almost vintage, blue.”



Norman LeRoy, “Right size, beautiful coloring, poor durability. I bought these because I prefer
smaller tarot cards. A friend gifted me a pocket-size Thoth deck years ago and I find them so
much easier to handle, but I prefer Pamela Colman Smith's art so this year I went looking for a
pocket-size Rider-Waite-Smith deck.First things first, these are much smaller than AGM's
pocker Thoth and smaller than even poker cards. I'd say these are roughly the size of bridge
cards but perhaps even narrower than those. The smaller size for me is a plus, but no what you
are getting. For those of us who have trouble handling standard size tarot decks these pocket
cards are ideal. You can shuffle these like a deck of playing cards.US Games has done a
wonderful job adapting the art to the card size- everything is crisp and well-defined. And the
coloring is excellent! Much less garish than the Waite-Smith I bought in the late 90's, so much
more muted and pleasing. This is a proper and beautiful tarot deck and not a technicolor
cartoon.I have to take a star off for the card stock; everything you have read in other reviews is
true. Like I said, I bought my original Rider-Waite-Smith 20 years ago and it is still in tip-top
shape. My pocket Thoth is 15 years old now and is as good as the day I was gifted it. These
won't hold up nearly as well, you can tell just by handling them. They will wear out as fast as a
deck of playing cards.Buy it for the beauty of the art (the coloring is truly the best of any RWS
deck I've seen) and the size if you prefer pocket decks- but be ready to replace them every few
years. Honestly, you might as well go ahead and riffle-shuffle these, because they aren't going to
last anyways.If you prefer smaller cards, this is the deck for you. Hopefully in the future US
Games will give as much emphasis on durability in their smaller cards as they do in their
standard size.”

Matthew H. Sailor, “Good cards, don’t love the colors. I like almost everything about these. Good
compact size that is easy to shuffle. Good representation of the artwork. The little tin they come
in is great, too.One thing that is a little difficult to tell from the listing is these have an off-white
border. Sort of a brownish gray that I think is supposed to look like aged paper? Don’t love it,
would have preferred a plain white border. In my opinion this wasn’t super clear in the display
photos.”

Giselle Andara, “small and cute!!. they’re definitely small, but it was the main reason i bought this
deck :) i love how muted the colors are, it helps me to resonate with card more than anything!”

reader54, “Small size is great. I love the small size, so easy to shuffle and the colorized rider
waite smith designs are nicely done. Great travel deck.”

Mr Robert McMinn, “Quality cards in a presentation tin. Sometimes known as the Rider-Waite
deck, these cards are correctly credited to the artist Pamela Colman Smith and the author of the
accompanying guide (which is not included here) A E Waite, who guided Smith in the
designs.You have to be careful with these, because multiple versions exist, some of which have



been recoloured, and some which change the original hand-lettering to a generic typeface,
which is less charming. These seem true to the original designs.There's something fascinating
about these art nouveau cards, which seem to link to both Campbell's Hero's journey and
Jungian archetypes. The style is naive, but the images contain interesting details.Unlike some
other tarot sets (e.g. the beautifully painted Thoth deck), these are a compact enough size to be
easily shuffled. They come in a neat presentation tin (better if it was a wooden box), with a
couple of extra cards featuring other art by Colman Smith.”

Justin H, “This is the pocket-size Smith-Waite Centennial Tarot Deck in a Tin. Serendipity
stepped in because I ordered this thinking the 7 x 3.2 x 10.8 cm size advertised ‘up top’ referred
to the cards; in fact this is the tin size (except the tin is actually 10.6 cm in length).As I said,
serendipity, because these are the actual pocket-size Centennial Tarot cards I wanted but
couldn’t find advertised as such in the UK. The size of these cards is 9.5 cm in length, 5.7 cm in
width, and thickness of whole deck (+ the 2 extra cards which make it an 80-card deck) is 2.5
cm. This puts the deck in the same category as the pocket-size Tarot of A.E. Waite which are
same size as these but 6mm shorter in length.Print quality and finish are great and the size is
large enough to feel authentic but small enough to handle easily for someone with small-ish
hands. Highly recommended as long as you know which size you’re getting (basically bridge-
size cards but slightly longer).”

Olivia, “Great!. Ordered these cards on the 21/04/22 and they arrived on the 27/04/22. So first
and foremost, speedy delivery!!!Secondly, the cards are amazing! The colours are vintage and
the backs of the cards are to die for. Lovely original design. Additionally, the size of the cards are
handy! I wanted this deck specifically for the design and the size (Playing card size). The tin
assists in the travel aspect to these cards alongside a handy booklet if you’re not familiar with the
meanings and representations of tarot. This particular set also comes with two free fairy prints!
(As pictured)I instantly connected with this deck and have been on the hunt for it for a very long
time- I am so glad that I found it and purchased from this seller.Finally, everything came
packaged very securely (multiple layers of bubble wrap which I shall be reusing. Thanks! Ha
ha).Overall, seller and product both 5*!I definitely recommend this deck for a beginner (and
those that are experienced in tarot but just love the vintage and original design!). Everything you
need is in this tin! (Although, if you’re not familiar with Roman numerals I’d look them up as these
cards only have Roman numeral and no ‘TWO OF WANDS’ for example.”

The book by Arthur Edward Waite has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 3,006 people have provided
feedback.
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